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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the structure of the controllable set of a multimodal system. 
We define a maximal component of the controllable set, and we investigate the 
controllable set as the union of its maximal components. We show that for each 
positive integer k, state dimension n z 3, and control dimension m < n - 1 there is a 
multimodal system whose controllable set S(L) is the onion of exactly k maximal 
subspaces of !)i ‘I, and this system has k as bound on the number of iterations 
necessary to reach any state in S(L) from zero. We also show the above holds with 
k = co. We show that for each state dimension n and each control dimension m, there 
is a completely controllable multimodal system having bound 2n - 2m. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper discusses linear discrete-time systems of the form 
where the pair (C,, 0,) is selected from a finite set {( Ci, Di)};“=, of pairs, 
with Ci a real n X n matrix and Di a real n X m matrix. We wil.l refer to such 
a system as a multimodal system. In contrast to the usual time-varying 
discrete-time system x k + i = C,x, + I&&, the pair (C,, 0,) employed at 
time k is not, in general, determined by k nor dependent upon the control uk 
selected. 
Multimodal systems arise naturally in the study of multirate sampled-data 
systems (see [S]) and may have applications in switched capacitor circuits. In 
any particular application of multimodal systems, the choice of a mode at any 
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stage of the iteration would depend on the particular application. In the 
application to sampled-data systems the modal choice corresponds to the 
choice of a sampling interval length (see [5]), typicaUy a feedback choice 
dependent on the state. In a switching circuit, the modal choice corresponds 
to a choice of configuration of switeh positions or possibly to a voltage 
transformation at switching instants (see [2] and [3]). In this application, the 
choice may not be state dependent. In accordance with this, we have not 
assumed any particular rule for choice of modes, but have defined a system in 
which mode choice is part of the control selection. 
The stability of multimodal systems through feedback has been investi- 
gated in [4]. Precontractiveness and contractiveness of the closed-loop system 
are introduced, and the selection of feedbacks is discussed. In [5] and [6], the 
concept of controllability is applied to these systems, and the set of points 
reachable from zero (the controllable set) is investigated. It is shown that the 
controllable set is a subspace under certain hypotheses, but not always. When 
this is the case, an extended version of the controllability canonical form is 
obtained, and it is applied to the study of state deadbeat response and more 
general forms of stabilizability. In [7], we show that any completely controlla- 
ble multimodal system, with the Ci’s nonsingular, the Di’s of full column 
rank, and n < 3, allows a choice of feedback matrices resulting in state 
deadbeat response. Some parts of our work are valid for arbitrary n, and we 
conjecture that for all n the state deadbeat response can be obtained. Also in 
[7], we refine the controllability canonical form for a multimodal system. This 
is accomplished through the introduction of a notion of observability, dual to 
controllability, for these systems. 
This paper deals with the structure of the controllable set of a multimodal 
system. We define a maximal component of the controllable set, and we 
investigate the controllable set as the union of its maximal components. We 
show that for each positive integer k, state dimension n > 3, and control 
dimension m < n - 1 there is a multimodal system whose controllable set 
S(L) is the union of exactly k maximal subspaces of % “, and this system has 
k as bound on the number of iterations necessary to reach any state in S(L) 
from zero. We also show the above holds with k = ca. We show that for each 
state dimension n and each control dimension m, there is a completely 
controllable multimodal system having bound 2n - 2m. 
CONTROLLABILITY IN MULTIMODAL SYSTEMS 
We list here for convenience the definitions and notation from [5] which 
will be used in this paper. Throughout this paper, n, m, and iV denote 
positive integers with m < n. 
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A muZtimo&zE system is an indexed set of pairs L = {( Ci, Di)}yX r, in 
which Ci and Di are real n X n and n X m matrices respectively. L 
represents a discrete-time control system of the form xk+ i = C,x, + Dpuk as 
described in the introduction. We will denote by 
the set of all such systems L. Those systems in which all Ci’s are nonsingular 
and all Di’s are of full column rank will form the set 
Multi-modal systems arising from multirate’sampleddata systems belong to 
Z(n, m, N). 
For each k E Z+ we let k = { 1,2,. . . , k }. We let Ik denote the collection 
of all k-term sequences with terms in g, and I = lJklYk. For any L E 
X0( n, m, N) and any index sequence y E I, we denote by S( L, y) the set of 
states reachable from zero using y; that is, S( L, y) contains x provided there 
is a sequence {ui}~~, from- ‘$Hm such that lck+r= x, where xi= 0 and 
‘it1 = C,,(ilxi + Dvlijui, i E k. We let S(L) denote the set of all states 
reachable from zero; that is, 
For L = {(CiDi)}~vl E X0( n, m, N) and any y E r, S( L, y) can be de- 
scribed as the column space of a controllability matrix as follows. Given i, 
j~kwithi<j,wedefine 
C(y, i) will denote C(y, k, i). We define the n x km controllability matrix 
P&Y) = p&(k)’ C(Y,~)D,(,_,,,C(~,~-~)D,(,-,,,...,C(Y,~)D,(,,]. 
Then S( L, y) = CS(P( L, y)), where CS denotes column space, and so it 
follows that S(L) = U, E &S(P( L, y)). 
If L E X0( n, m, N), then b(L) is the smallest number of steps which is 
sufficient to reach any reasonable state. If no such number exists, then 
b(L) = co. In [5], we show that b(L) is finite if and only if S(L) is the union 
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of finitely many subspaces of %“. For a collection 0 of systems, 
B(s2) =sllp{b(L)JLEQ}. 
We let BO(n, m, N) = B(XO(fl, m, N)). 
MAXIMAL COMPONENTS 
We showed in [S] that for L E Z’(n, m, N), with N> 2, S(L) may not 
be a subspace. In any case, S(t) = U, E rS( L, y ) is the union of countably 
many subspaces. 
DEFINITION. Suppose L E .C’(n, m, N). A rnutimul component of S(L) 
is a subspace W of 8” such that W E S(L), and if U is a subspace of ‘8” 
withWcUcS(L),thenU=W. 
We also showed in [S] that if S(L) is a subspace, then there is y E l? with 
S( L, y) = S(L). We now establish a like result for maximal components. 
LEMMA. Let V be a vector space and { V, } ra 1 a sequence of s&spaces 
of V. Let W be a finitedimensional subspace of V. Zf W c Up,V,, then 
thereisjEZ+ with WcVi. 
Proof. For each k E Z +, let W, = W n V,. Since each W, is a subspace 
of W, each W, is finite dimensional. Let r = dim(W) and rk = dim( W,) for 
each kE Z+. 
If rk < r for all k E Z+, then W = Up,W, (a union of countably many 
nowhere dense subsets). This, of course, cannot be, and so there must exist 
j E Z+ such that rj = r. Hence W c Vi. n 
THEOREM 1. Suppose L E Z’(n, m, N). Zf W is a maximal component 
of S(L), then thereexists ye’rsuch that W=S(L,y). 
Proof. By the above lemma, there exists y E r such that W C S(L, y). 
Since S( L, y) is a subspace of V = !lln, and W c S(L, y) 5 S(L), W = 
S(L Y). l 
THEOREMS. SupposeLEZ”(n,m,N). ZfUi.sasubspaceof W”, with 
U_CS(L), thenthereexistsamuximalcomponentofS(L), sayS(L,y), such 
that U c S( L, y). 
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Proof. Let A = { AIU G A c S(L) and A is a subspace of %“}. Let A 
be a nest in A. Let N = UA. Then U c N E S(L). Now N is a subspace of 
% “, and so N E A. Since N contains every member of A, by the maximal 
principle (see [l]), there exists a maximal member W of A. It follows that W 
is a maximal component of S(L), and by Theorem 1, W = S(L, y) for some 
y E r. n 
COROLLARY. ZfL E Z”( n, m, N), then S(L) is the union of its maximal 
componf?nts. 
COROLLARY. Suppose L E Z”(n, m, N). For each y E r there exists a 
maximal component of S( L) which contains S( L, y). 
THE STRUCTURE OF S(L) FOR L E X0( n, m, N) 
DEFINITION. For L E Z’(n, m, N), c(L) denotes that integer k such 
that S(L) is the union of exactly k maximal components, if such an integer 
exists. Otherwise, c(L) = 00. 
DEFINITION. Suppose L = {(Ci, D,)}p=“=, E Z’(n,m, N), GE !JI,,,, is 
nonsingular, and J = { Ii, Js, . . . , IN } c % m Xm with each Ji nonsingular. Then 
L, , E Z”(n, m, N), where 
It is easy to establish the following result. 
THEOREM 3. ZfL~I2’(n,rn,N), thenc(L)=~(L,,~). 
If, for some collection !G! of systems, L E Q implies c(L) < 00, then one 
would be interested in finding an upper bound for {c(L) 1 L E Q }. We would 
hope that this bound involves the parameters n, m, and N. We now produce 
such a bound for 52 = X0(2, 1, N). 
THEOREM 4. Zf L E X0( n, m, N), with rank( Di) = m for each i E a, 
then euch maximul component of S(L) contains CS(Di) for some i E Iv. 
Thus the number of m&ma1 components of S( L) having dimension m is less 
than or equal to N. 
Proof. If W is a maximal component of S(L), then there is k E Z+ and 
y E rk with W = S(L, y). Thus CS(D(,(,,) c W. Now suppose U is a maxi- 
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mal component of S(L) with dim(U) = m. Then for some i E H, CS( 0;) c U. 
Since dim(CS( Df)) = m, U = CS( Q), and the theorem follows. n 
COROLLARY. If L E X0(2, 1, N), with all q’s fummo, then c(L) < N. 
DEFINITION. For a collection Q of systems, 
c(a) = sup{c(L)]L G n}. 
If we let CO(fl, m, N) = C(Z”( n, m, N)), then it follows from the above 
corokry that C”(2,1, N) G N. The following theorem implies that 
C”(2, 1,N) = N. We will use {e,, es,. . . , e,} to denote the standard basis for 
3”. 
THEOREMS. I%creexistsLEZ”(n,n-1,N) withc(L)=Nadb(L) 
= 1. 
Proof. For each i E N let 
A.= l ’ I [ 1 i 0 
ci = 
Ai if n=2, 
Ai@On_, if n > 2, O,-, a zero matrix, 
Di= [e,+ie,,e,,e, ,..., ene1] (e,+ie, if n=2). 
ThenforaIl i, Jo%, 
CiDj= [e,+ie,,O ,..., 01. 
THUS CS(CiDj) G CS(Di) and S(L) = lJ~~rspan{ Di}. Hence c(L) = N and 
b(L) = 1. n 
COROLLARY. C”(2,1, N) = N. 
In [5], we showed c(L) = oo if and only if b(L) = co. For each n 2 3, 
n - 1 > m z 1, we now show that B”( n, m, N) = C”(n, m, N) = CXJ for N > 
2. In fact, we show that for any k~2+, n~3, n-l>m>l, and N>2 
there is L E Z’(n, m, N) with c(L) = b(L) = k. In addition, there is L E 
Zl’(n, m, N) with c(L) = b(L) = 60. 
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THEOREM 6. Suppose n >, 3. Zf k E Z +, then there is L E Z”(fl,1,2) 
with b(L) = c(L) = k. Also, there is L E X0( n, 1,2) with b(L) = c(L) = 00. 
Proof. Let k E Z +. For each 0 E !R, let 
For each p E Zf, let 
1 
0 1 0 . . . 0 
0 0 1 . . . 0 
J,= ; ; : . . . : 
0 0 0 . . . 1 
0 0 0 . . . 0 
be a p x p simple Jordan block. Let 
Cl = 
R,(2r/k) @I,-2 if k is odd, 
R,( r/k) @l,-z if k is even. 
Let C, = OS@],-,, D, = e3, and D, = e2. Then 
cl span{ e3,[ R2(2ii’k)‘2]), k odd 
S(L) = 
,cl span{ e3,[ R2(iTk)‘2]}, k even’ 
where { e^,, $} is the standard basis for W2. Hence c(L) = k. It is easy to 
verify b(L) = k. If we let C, = R,(l)$J,-,, D, = e3, C, = 02@J,-2, and 
D, = e2, then we see that b(L) = c(L) = co. n 
COROLLARY. Suppose n - 1 > m >, 1 and N > 2. Zf k E Z+, then there is 
L E Z’(n, m, N) with b(L) = c(L) = k. Also, there is L E Z”(n, m, N) 
with b(L) = c(L) = XI. 
Proof. %ndar to that of Theorem 6 with C,= R2(fi)@(.J,-2)m, C, = 0, 
@Un-d”‘, D1=[e2+1,e2+2,...,e2+ml, ad 02=[e2,e2+1,...,e2+m-11. If 
N>2,thenCj= jC2 and Dj=jD2for3<j<N. n 
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BOUNDS FOR COMPLETELY CONTROLLABLE SYSTEMS 
IN Z(n, m, N) 
We now turn our attention to completely controllable systems in 
Z(n,m,N), with iV>2. We let B(n,m,N)=B({LEZ(n,m,N)IL is 
completely controllable}). We have shown (see [7]) that C(n, m, N) = 
C(X(n, m, N)) = 1. We have also shown in [7] that, for N> 2, B(3,1, N) = 
4 = 2(3) - 2(l) and that B(n, n - 1, N) = 2 = 2n - 2(n - 1). We now show 
that, for N > 2, B( n, m, N) > 2n - 2m. We first make the following defini- 
tions. 
DEFINITION. Suppose L E Z(n, m, N). Then y E r is a controlling se- 
quence for L provided S( L, y) = S(L). A sequence y is a minimal control- 
ling sequence for L provided y is a controlling sequence and _v has length 
b(L). y is an alternating sequence provided there exist p, q E N such that y 
is of the form 
or else of the form 
(p,q,p,q,p,q,...,p,q,p). 
THEOREMS. ThereisLEZ(n,1,2) suchthatS(L)=%” a&b(L)= 
2n - 2. Thus B( n, 1,2) >, 2n - 2. 
Proof. Define L as follows: 
for n even, 
Clek = ek for kE {l,n}, 
C,e2k = e2k+ 1 for kE {1,2 ,..., (n-2)/2}, 
Cle2k+l = e2kT for kE {1,2 ,..., (n-2)/2}, 
c2e2k- 1 = e2k for k= {1,2 ,..., n/2}, 
c2e2k = e2k - 1 for kE {1,2,...,n/2}; 
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for n odd, 
C,q = q, 
Cle2k = e2k+ 1 for kE {1,2 ,..., (n-1)/2}, 
Cle2k+ 1= e2k for kc {1,2 ,..., (n-1)/2}, 
C2e2k- 1= e2k for k E (1,2 ,..., (n - 1)/2}, 
c2e2k = e2k- 1 for kg {1,2 ,..., (n-1)/2}, 
C,e, = en; 
for all n, D, = D, = e,. 
Now suppose w E I’. Since D, = D, and CF = Cl = I, there is an akemat- 
ing sequence y having length less than or equal to the length of w, such that 
S(L, w) c S(L, y). Hence there exists an alternating minimal controlling 
sequence for L. 
We find that y = (1,2,1,2,. . . , 1,2) E lYene2 is a minimal controlling se- 
quence for L, with S(L, y) = S(L) = ‘%“, and so b(L) = 2n - 2. Hence 
B( n, 1,2) > 2n - 2. n 
Note. In the above proof the following diagram proves useful in de- 
termining an alternating minimal controlling sequence for L. 
( n even) 
0 ---- l - l ---O . . . 1 2 3 4 nf,r;---o n 
0 ---- l -@---@ . . . . ----.- 1 2 3 4 n-2 n-l 0 n 
A solid line joining points p and Q indicates that CleP = e9 and C,e, = e,,. 
A dashed line joining p and q indicates that C2eP = eq +nd C,e, = eP. Thus 
the above diagram gives the product Ciej for each i E 2 and j E E. Given 
y E Ik, one can compute each cohunn of P( L, y) using the above diagram. 
For example, with n even, to compute C2C,C2C,e,, start at point 1 and 
follow the solid line to 1, then the dashed line to 2, the solid line to 3, and 
finally the dashed line to 4. We see that C,C,C,C,e, = e,. 
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COROLLARY. Zf N> 2, then B(n,l, N) 2 2n - 2. 
THEOREM 8. B( n, m,2) > 2n - 2m. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 7 with C, and C, defined as in 
Theorem7,andwithD,=D,=[e,,e, ,..., e,]. n 
COROLLARY. Zf N >, 2, then B( n, m, N) > 2n - 2m. 
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